1. Announcements- All
R. Marker reported that Ron Becker has made a request for digitization for two projects: New Jersey’s 250th anniversary and the McCormick history of New Brunswick.

The chief editor of the Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia works at Rutgers- Camden and recently contacted the SCC. The encyclopedia is a web-based WordPress resource. They are trying to get funding for staffing and want to explore the possibility of achieving essays in RUcore.

David Marsh of Italian Studies wants to put his slide images in RUcore. The images had previously been in Luna. The slides are being evaluated and some are available in ArtStore.

R. Marker reported that G. Agnew made a request at the CISC meeting to remove dates from personal names.

L. Sun- Tao Yang has gotten transcripts for China Boom which can be combined with the transcoded videos. He will consult with L. Sun as needed and should be able to ingest them in RUcore.

C. Zimmerman- Reported that she is working with L. Langschied, C. Mills, M. De Fino and R. Jantz on faceted searching in the maps portal.

2. Review Definitions for Content Model- R. Marker
We moved from object architecture to content models in 2008. A new list of content models has been developed. Rhonda will create a grid and bring to the meeting in July. The next step is to look at the graphical form so that we can provide recommendations.

3. Research Metadata Profile- All
K. Ananthan and J. Otto were assigned to build out metadata for document usage. They looked at each core element identified by G. Agnew and determined how each element would be used and provided models. Their work is available in Sakai.

L. Sun and C. Zimmerman were assigned collection usage. Their discussion was tabled until the next meeting because the group ran out of time.

I. Beard, R. Marker and M.B. Weber, M. De Fino will cover their metadata at the next meeting.

The remaining agenda items (WMS tricks, MDWG tasks in software.libraries, rights event MD and CV terms, and new portal technology) were also tabled until the next meeting.